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UK Research Office
The Office, Our Mission and Our Services

About UKRO
Mission
• Maximise UK engagement in EU-funded research,
innovation and higher education activities
Our office
• Based in Brussels
• European office of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI)
• Delivers subscription-based advisory services for
around 150 research organisations in the UK and
beyond
• Provides ERC and MSCA National Contact Point services
on behalf of the UK Government

UKRO Portal
Sign up for free to stay up-to-date with the latest news,
opportunities and insights into European funding

www.ukro.ac.uk
• Tailored news articles on EU
funding and policy
• Email alert function and
search engine with refiners
and tags
• Daily or weekly alerts personalise your account to
best meet your needs!
• Factsheets on Horizon 2020
and other funding streams

UKRO Factsheets on the Portal
Designed to give UKRO sponsors and subscribers a quick overview
with all the details they need on EU funding schemes

www.ukro.ac.uk

UKRO Conference 2019
27-28 June, Edgbaston Park Conference Centre, University of Birmingham
•

Register Now! – More information can be found on our UKRO Conference Booking Website

•

Topics for sessions include but are not limited too; Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe; Continuity of the
UK involvement in and post-Horizon 2020; Missions and their role in Horizon Europe; Open Science;
Gender; Integration of Social Sciences and Humanities Horizon 2020; ERC and MSCA.

Questions/Comments/Ideas to;
Sarah.Ashwood@bbsrc.ac.uk

UKRO National Contact Points
UKRO hosts the UK NCPs for:

European Research
Council

Marie SkłodowskaCurie Actions

www.ukro.ac.uk/erc
erc-uk@bbsrc.ac.uk
Phone: 0032 2289 6121

www.ukro.ac.uk/mariecurie
mariecurie-uk@bbsrc.ac.uk
Phone: 0032 2 230 0318

Implications of the EU
Referendum Outcome

Key facts: UK’s Exit from the EU
• The referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU took place on 23 June
2016
• Article 50 invoked on 29 March 2017, negotiation period 2 years
• In April 2019 the UK government reached an agreement with the EU on an
flexible extension until 31 October 2019
• During this extension period the UK will remain a member of the EU with all
the relevant rights and obligations. This means that the UK will continue to
participate in Horizon 2020 as a member state.
• It remains the priority of the UK Government to leave the EU with a deal

Horizon 2020 and a Withdrawal Agreement
• In this extension period, project activity should continue in line with the
existing terms and conditions set out in any EU grant agreement.
Beneficiaries should not terminate their agreement with the EU.
• A ratified deal based on the provisions set out in the Withdrawal Agreement
would ensure continued UK participation in Horizon 2020 until the end of
the programme and for the lifetime of projects.
• If an agreement is reached, projects approved during this period will be able
to continue with an uninterrupted flow of EU funding
• Negotiations between the UK and EU are on-going ‘nothing is agreed until
everything is agreed’
• If the Withdrawal Agreement is ratified before 31 October 2019, the UK
would formally leave the EU on the first day of the following month.

Guarantees to ensure continuity of funding
in a no-deal scenario
HMT Underwrite Guarantee
August 2016
•
•

•
•

Only in a no-deal scenario
UK Government has committed to
underwrite funding for all successful
competitive UK bids submitted to EU
funding before exit, even if they are
notified of their success after exit.
This guarantee would apply for the
lifetime of projects.
This will cover the funding for UK
participants in Horizon 2020 projects
in no deal-scenario.

Post EU Exit Guarantee
Extension July 2018
•
•

•

•

Only in a no-deal scenario
The UK government post EU exit
Guarantee Extension would cover
funding for successful competitive UK
bids to EU funding calls open to third
country participants from the date of
exit until end of 2020.
The guarantee would cover the
lifetime of their projects, even if they
run beyond 2020
The government is seeking discussions
with the European Commission to
agree the details of our continued
participation as a third country.

Registering EU Grants on UKRI Portal
• UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) is managing the guarantee and if
required would administer the underwrite for Horizon 2020
• Registration process is underway
• Check with your own Research Office: This process is usually manged
centrally within universities where there is an option to upload all grants
held via a multiple upload spreadsheet

European Commission Guidance relating
to Brexit and Horizon 2020
Horizon 2020
Evaluation
Commission Guidance:
“Experts should not
evaluate proposals with UK
participants any differently
than before.”
FAQ on Risk Management
“Speculation will not be
taken into account during
evaluation”

Eligibility 2018-2020 Work
Programme
“until the UK leaves the EU, EU law
continues to apply to and within the UK,
when it comes to rights and obligations;
this includes the eligibility of UK legal
entities to fully participate and receive
funding in Horizon 2020 actions such as
those called for in this work programme.
Please be aware however that the
eligibility criteria must be complied with
for the entire duration of the grant.”

UK Government key messages and Q&A
• Government Horizon 2020 Q&A published in March
2018, updated in August 2018 and December 2018
• UKRO works closely with the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) –
questions from the community included in the Q&A

Until the date when the UK leaves the EU, it remains a Member State, with all
the rights and obligations that entails. This means that UK entities are eligible to
participate in all aspects of the Horizon 2020 programme while we remain a
member of the EU.
The Government’s priority remains ensuring a deal with the EU. The
Government’s Underwrite Guarantee and the Post EU Exit Guarantee Extension
remain in place in the event that commitments made in the Joint Report are not
met.

Links to official documents and further
information
•

•

•

•

The Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) is
responsible for Horizon 2020.
Dedicated inbox for specific concerns
Research@beis.gsi.gov.uk
UKRO factsheet with links to all major
publications available at
www.ukro.ac.uk
UUK Brexit and Universities page
https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/pol
icy-and-analysis/brexit
UK governments technical notices
https://www.gov.uk/government/coll
ections/how-to-prepare-if-the-ukleaves-the-eu-with-no-deal

Introduction to the ERC

What is the ERC?
The ERC's mission:
• encourage the highest quality research in Europe
• support investigator-driven frontier research across all
fields
• fund projects purely on the basis of scientific excellence
What makes the ERC unique:
• funding split based on number of applications, not
field/discipline/topic
• freedom to collaborate with and fund team members
anywhere in the world
• projects not judged on socioeconomic impact or
alignment to policy priorities – purely scientific impact
and excellence

Framework and Work Programmes
Legacy Funding (FP6)

2010

WP 2013

WP 2012

WP 2011

WP 2010

WP 2009

WP 2008

WP 2007

Framework Programme 7

Legacy Funding
Legacy Funding

Horizon 2020
Work
Programme
2014
2015

2015

Work
Programme
2016
2017

Work
Programme
2018
2019
2020

2020

“Framework Programme 9”
Work Programme structure to be announced

2025

• Framework Programmes last for 7 years and set the general priorities and
structure for EU research and innovation funding
• Work Programmes last 1/2/3 years and detail the specific calls and topics
that will be funded
• “Legacy funding” of projects lasts for several years after the Framework
Programme stops issuing calls

Horizon 2020 structure
Excellent
Science
European
Research Council
(ERC)
Future and Emerging
Technologies (FET)
Marie SkłodowskaCurie Actions (MSCA)
Research
Infrastructures

Industrial
Leadership

Societal
Challenges
Health and Wellbeing

Leadership in
Enabling and
Industrial
Technologies (LEIT)
- ICT, NMBP, Space

Access to Risk
Finance
Innovation in SMEs

Food security
Transport
Energy
Climate action
Societies
Security

Widening Participation; Science with and for Society, Mainstreaming of
Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) and ICT, Fast Track to Innovation
European Institute of
Innovation and
Technology (EIT)

EURATOM

Joint Research Centre
(JRC)

ERC Budget in Horizon 2020
ERC allocated around €12.7
billion for Horizon 2020 (~ 60%
increase in real terms compared
to FP7). Largest amount of
funding will go to the Starting
Grants and Consolidator Grants
schemes.

Industrial
leadership
22%

Societal
challenges
38%

Other
Excellent
Science
15%
ERC
17%

EIT and
JRC other
5%
3%

Source: ERC

ERC 2019 Calls
Starting
Grant

Consolidator
Grant

Advanced
Grant

Proof of
Concept

Synergy
Grant

Call
ERC-2019-StG ERC-2019-CoG
identifier

ERC-2019AdG

ERC-2019-PoC

ERC-2019SyG

21/05/2019

16/10/2018

14/09/2018

07/02/2019

29/08/2019

22/01/2019
25/04/2019
19/09/2019

08/11/2019

23/07/2019
18/12/2019

31/01/2020
17/04/2020

02/05/2019
25/07/2019
18/12/2019

12/04/2019
30/08/2019
31/10/2019

602 (314)

390 (166)

25 (167)

Call Opens
Deadline

14/09/2018
17/10/2018

Planned
dates to
22/05/2019
28/08/2019
inform
applicants
Budget €M
(grants)
580 (390)

24/10/2018

400 (48)

ERC Grant Schemes
2

3

4

Years post-PhD
6

5

Starting Grant

€1.5M (+ €0.5M additional)
Lasts up to 5 years

7

9

8

10

11

Consolidator Grant
€2M (+ €0.75M additional)
Lasts up to 5 years

No PhD Requirements

Advanced Grant

€2.5M (+ €1M additional)
Lasts up to 5 years

Synergy Grant

€10M (+ €4M additional)
Lasts up to 6 years
2-4 PIs

Proof Of Concept Grant

€150k Lump Sum
Lasts for 1.5 years
Top-up grants for current ERC grantees

12

UK ERC Success
UK Success Rate by Domain
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ERC-2018-AdG results
• 222 proposals selected for funding from a total of 2052
submitted - overall success rate of 10.8% compared to 12% in
2017
• The numbers by research domain are:
– Physical Sciences and Engineering (PE): 902 submitted, 99
selected
– Life Sciences (LS): 623 submitted, 69 selected
– Social Sciences and Humanities (SH): 527 submitted, 54
selected
• Further information:
https://erc.europa.eu/funding/advanced-grants

ERC Frontier Research
Grants
Main Features

Types of research funded
Proposals:
• can be in ANY field of research
• must be very ambitious in risk and in scope
• are based around a central Principal Investigator, who can be
supported by “team members”
• must be “frontier research”, and should not be incremental
advances
• are judged only on their scientific excellence and the excellence
of the PI
• must be based in an EU country or Associated Country-based
host institution

PI Requirements
Grant Type

Starting
Consolidator
Advanced
Synergy

Minimum % of
Minimum % of time Years since
Working Time on Grant
in EU MS/AC*
PhD Award

50
40
30
30

50
50
50
50

2-7
7-12
N/A
N/A

*Does include fieldwork/work on ERC project abroad

There are no restrictions based on age, nationality, current
location or current employment/contract status.
Must have an EU MS/AC institution willing to host them.
Synergy grants must have between 2 and 4 PIs.

Extending Eligibility
Starting and Consolidator Grant eligibility window can be extended for:
– Maternity leave (18 months per child or longer with documentation)
before or after PhD award
– Paternity leave (actual amount of documented leave taken) before or
after PhD award
– National service, after PhD award
– Long-term illness (over 90 days) of PI or a close family member (child,
spouse, parent or sibling), after PhD award.
– Clinical training
Please see Work Programme for details (p 17)
No extensions for part time working, non-research careers, travel etc,
unless linked to illness/maternity (but this is taken into account for
evaluation of the PI’s track record).

Host Institution
• Can be any type of legal entity
• Must be based in the territory of an EU Member State or
Associated Country
• Has the infrastructure and capacity to allow the PI to
independently direct the research and manage ERC funding
• Must not constrain the PI to the institution’s research strategy
• Normally employs the PI, if grant is successful
• Not assessed as a separate criterion during peer review but
must sign a letter of commitment as part of application
• If funded:
– signs up to the Grant Agreement
– signs a ‘Supplementary Agreement’ with the PI

Team Members
The PI leads the research project (there are no “Co-Is”) and the PI
has the freedom to choose appropriate ‘team members’
Team members can be
• research staff of any level, PhDs, technicians, specialists, etc.
• at the host institution or at another institution.
• of any age, nationality or country of residence
• hosted in non-EU/AC institutions for the project
• defined as specific individuals in the proposal, or as job roles to
be recruited
Team members must be assigned to project outputs and should
not have purely supervisory or mentor-style roles. Their
participation must be fully justified in the proposal.

Funding Levels
Grant Type

Maximum Base Grant
Amount

Maximum “Additional
Funding” Amount

Starting
Consolidator
Advanced
Synergy

€1.5 M
€2.0 M
€2.5 M
€10 M

€0.5 M
€0.75 M
€1.0 M
€4.0 M

Additional funding covers:
• eligible “start-up” costs for PIs moving from outside Europe to
Europe as a consequence of receiving the ERC grant
• the purchase of major equipment
• access to large facilities
These costs are justified separately in the proposal. There is no
definition of “equipment” or “facilities” and all requests will be
evaluated by the peer review panel.

Evaluation and Proposal
Structure

Proposal Submission

Proposal Submission

ERC Proposal Submission
1-Step Submission
Part A is filled in online and B1, B2 and annexes are submitted as
PDFs together at the call deadline

Part A

•
•
•
•

Administrative Forms
and Abstract
General Info
Participating
Institutions
Budget & Resources
Ethics Check

Part B1

Proposal Overview and
PI Track Record
• Cover page and
summary
• Extended Synopsis (5
pgs)
• CV (2 pgs)
• Track Record (2pgs)
• Funding ID

Annexes

Part B2

Detailed Research
Proposal
• State of the art
• Objectives
• Methodology
(Total of 15 pgs –
includes resources from
part A)

Host Institution Letter, Ethics, Eligibility Documents

ERC Panel Structure
Social Sciences and
Humanities
SH1: Individuals, Markets and
Organisations
SH2: Institutions, Values,
Environment and Space
SH3: The Social World,
Diversity, Population
SH4: The Human Mind and Its
Complexity
SH5: Cultures and Cultural
Production
SH6: The Study of the Human
Past

Physical Sciences and
Engineering
PE1: Mathematics
PE2: Fundamental Constituents
of Matter
PE3: Condensed Matter Physics
PE4: Physical and Analytical
Chemical Sciences
PE5: Synthetic Chemistry and
Materials
PE6: Computer Science and
Informatics
PE7: Systems and
Communication Engineering
PE8: Products and Processes
Engineering
PE9: Universe Sciences
PE10: Earth System Science

Life Sciences
LS1: Molecular Biology, Biochemistry,
Structural Biology and Molecular Biophysics
LS2: Genetics, ‘Omics’, Bioinformatics and
Systems Biology
LS3: Cellular and Developmental Biology
LS4: Physiology, Pathophysiology and
Endocrinology
LS5: Neurosciences and Neural Disorders
LS6: Immunity and Infection
LS7: Applied Medical Technologies,
Diagnostics, Therapies, and Public Health
LS8: Ecology, Evolution and Environmental
Biology
LS9: Applied Life Sciences, Biotechnology and
Molecular and Biosystems Engineering

ERC Proposal Submission
• Start in plenty of time – deadlines are non-negotiable!
• Can revise and resubmit up to deadline

– Clicking “Submit” saves a proposal on the system
– The last version submitted is sent to the Commission on the deadline

• Ensure budget in Part A and Part B2 agree (Part A defines
money awarded if different)
• Read the “Information for Applicants” document for the call
• IT Problems: Contact the Participant Portal IT Helpdesk

ERC Proposal Evaluation
Eligibility Check
ERC Executive Agency and Eligibility Committee ensure proposals
are eligible for funding.

Part A

•
•
•
•

Administrative Forms
and Abstract
General Info
Participating
Institutions
Budget & Resources
Ethics Check

Part B1

Proposal Overview and
PI Track Record
• Cover page and
summary
• Extended Synopsis (5
pgs)
• CV (2 pgs)
• Track Record (2pgs)
• Funding ID

Annexes

Part B2

Detailed Research
Proposal
• State of the art
• Objectives
• Methodology
(Total of 15 pgs –
includes resources from
part A)

Host Institution Letter, Ethics, Eligibility Documents

ERC Proposal
2-Step Evaluation
3 panel members independently review Part B1, then panel meets
to discuss and compare all proposals

Part A

•
•
•
•

Administrative Forms
and Abstract
General Info
Participating
Institutions
Budget & Resources
Ethics Check

Part B1

Proposal Overview and
PI Track Record
• Cover page and
summary
• Extended Synopsis (5
pgs)
• CV (2 pgs)
• Track Record (2pgs)
• Funding ID

Annexes

Part B2

Detailed Research
Proposal
• State of the art
• Objectives
• Methodology
(Total of 15 pgs –
includes resources from
part A)

Host Institution Letter, Ethics, Eligibility Documents

ERC Proposal
2-Step Evaluation
Proposals that pass step 1 are re-evaluated by panel members and
external expert reviewers, including part B2.

Part A

•
•
•
•

Administrative Forms
and Abstract
General Info
Participating
Institutions
Budget & Resources
Ethics Check

Part B1

Proposal Overview and
PI Track Record
• Cover page and
summary
• Extended Synopsis (5
pgs)
• CV (2 pgs)
• Track Record (2pgs)
• Funding ID

Annexes

Part B2

Detailed Research
Proposal
• State of the art
• Objectives
• Methodology
(Total of 15 pgs –
includes resources from
part A)

Host Institution Letter, Ethics, Eligibility Documents

Proposal Evaluation Process
STEP 1 - Evaluation

STEP 2 - Evaluation

Eligibility check

Independent, remote
reviews by panel members
and other referees of full
proposal (parts B1 and B2)

Independent, remote
reviews
by panel members
(of part B1 only)
Panel meetings and ranking

Interviews of PIs (StG & CoG
only), panel meetings and
ranking
Proposals selected

Proposals retained
for Stage 2, or rejected

Ethics check

Evaluation Outcomes
Proposal
Grading

Stage

A

2

B
B
C

2
1
1

Funded?

If sufficient
budget
No
No
No

Reapplication
Restrictions?

None
None
1 Year
2 Years

Proposals which do not progress to Stage 2 in the evaluation have
“demand management” restrictions.
PIs for proposals which score a B are prevented from reapplying the
following year, and PIs for proposals which score a C are prevented
from reapplying for the following 2 years.
This applies to Starter, Consolidator and Advanced, but not Synergy.

Proportions Per Score (From 2016 Calls)
Evaluated step 1
A (through to
step 2)
B
C
Evaluated step 2

StG2016

CoG2016

AdG2016

All

UK

All

UK

All

UK

28.5%

31.4%

34%

32%

26%

28%

41.9%

45.3%

38%

44%

47%

50%

29.5%

23.1%

28%

24%

27%

22%

StG2016
All
UK

CoG2016
All
UK

AdG2016
All
UK

A funded

47.1%

44%

41%

41%

37%

33%

A not funded

17.1%

17.1%

23%

17%

23%

22%

B

35.7%

38.8%

36%

42%

40%

45%

Restrictions on submissions of proposals
for 2019 StG, CoG, AdG (cont)
• A researcher may participate as Principal Investigator in only
one ERC frontier research project at any one time
• A researcher participating as Principal Investigator in an ERC
frontier research project may not submit a proposal for another
ERC frontier research grant, unless the existing project ends no
more than two years after the call deadline.
• A Principal Investigator who is a serving Panel Member for an
ERC call, or who served as a Panel Member for an ERC call two
years previously, may not apply for the same type of grant that
year.

Final Ranked List Calculation
Requested EU Contribution (Panel)
Requested EU Contribution (Total)

x Available Budget = Panel Budget
Proposals with a NAB between 0
and 100 are funded. Final ranked
list is based on NAB scores from all
panels. Reserve list is based on
NAB scores over 100.

Normalised Accumulated Budget (NAB)
Funding Requested + (Funding
for Higher Ranked Proposals)

x 100 = NAB

Panel Budget
Example

Panel Budget = €3M

Rank

Funding

Score

NAB

Funded?

1

€1M

A

1/3 x 100 = 33%

Yes

2

€1M

A

(1+1)/3 x 100 = 67%

Yes

3

€1M

A

(1+1+1)/3 x 100 = 100%

Yes

4

€1M

A

(1+1+1+1)/3 x 100 = 133%

Reserve?

5

€1M

B

(1+1+1+1+1)/3 x 100 = 168%

No

6

€1M

B

(1+1+1+1+1+1)/3 x 100 = 200%

No

ERC – How to Apply

Part A
• Part A – Administrative and Summary Forms
• General information (including abstract)
• Acronym, Title, Duration
• Choice of panel (and second panel if desired)
• ERC Keywords and Free Keywords
• Proposal abstract in English (100 to 2000 characters)
• Choice of keywords
• Host Institution information
• PI Details

Part A
New in 2019 – Moved from part B2
• Resources
–
–
–
–
–
–

Specify the resources required and justify them (they can be reduced!)
Justify personnel chosen and personnel time requested
Justify “additional funding” if requested
Describe your commitment to the project
Include Open Access and IPR costs
Mention existing resources the project will use

• This section has a budget table (which does not form part of
the Part B2 15 Page limit) and a text section to justify resources
(which does form part of the B2 Page limit – estimate 4000
words per page)

Part A - Ethics
• Part A4 - Ethics Issues Table

• Ethics Self-Assessment Annex (only if answered ‘Yes’ to any
questions on ethical issues table)
– Brief explanation of the ethical issue(s) involved & how it will be dealt
with
– You may include supporting documentation, such as authorisations
already received. (Not counted in page limit)

Part A - Ethics
Proposal Passes
Scientific Evaluation

Rejected on
Ethical Grounds
Critical Unresolvable
Ethics Issues

Issues well
addressed with
documents

Prescreening
No ethics
issues

Ethics Clearance

Screening
Issues well
addressed with
documents

Negative Final
Ethics Judgement

Assessment
Issues partially
addressed

Changes to be
implemented
Conditional Ethics
Clearance

Part B1 – Stage 1 of the Evaluation
• Strict formatting requirements:
Page Format

Font Type

Font Size

Line Spacing

Margins

A4

Times New Roman,
Arial or similar

At least 11

Single

2cm Side
1.5cm Bottom

• Cover Page (info repeated from Part A)
• Extended Synopsis of the Scientific Proposal (5 pages)
– Self-contained
– Referenced (don’t count towards page limits – recommend
end-notes)
– Entertaining!

Part B1 – Stage 1 of the Evaluation
• Funding ID (current projects, proposals and time commitments)
• CV (2 pages)
Provide a brief
explanation of what
• Track Record (2 pages)
–
–
–
–
–
–

10 publications for Consolidator
Highlight independent research
Research monographs (and translations)
Patents granted
Invited presentations
Prizes/awards/academy memberships

each entry on
CV/Track Record
indicates about the PI.
Use these to relate
points directly to the
PI evaluation criteria.

Part B2 – Evaluated at Step 2 (with B1)
• State of the art and objectives
– Objectives here become grant agreement objectives

• Methodology
– Proposed methodology
– Milestones and alternatives
– Risk and mitigation

Evaluation Criteria

ERC evaluation criteria
• Excellence is the sole evaluation criterion
– Not judged on socioeconomic impact or European added value

• Applied to:
– the ground-breaking nature, ambition and feasibility of the research
project
– the intellectual capacity, creativity and commitment of the Principal
Investigator

• Proposals marked on the above, ranging from 1 (noncompetitive) to 4 (outstanding)
• Numerical marks not communicated to applicants - outcome of
panel meetings expressed as A, B or C.

ERC evaluation criteria: research project
• “To what extent does the proposed research address
important challenges? (B1 & B2 Both Steps)”
Challenges in the field(s) of research

Ground-breaking nature
and potential impact of
the research project

• “To what extent are the objectives ambitious and
beyond the state of the art (e.g. novel concepts and
approaches or development across disciplines)? (B1 &
B2 Both Steps)”
More than incremental research – needs to be an
exciting idea
• “To what extent is the proposed research high
risk/high gain? (i.e. if successful, the payoffs will be
very significant, but there is a higher-than-normal risk
that the research project does not entirely fulfil its
aims)? (B1 & B2 Both Steps)”
Projects should be ambitious enough to be risky, but
risks should always be necessary and well-mitigated

ERC evaluation criteria: research project
• “To what extent is the outlined scientific approach
feasible bearing in mind the extent that the proposed
research is high risk/high gain (based on the Extended
Synopsis B1 First Step)?”
Realistic, feasible project outcomes (even if risky)

Scientific Approach

• “To what extent are the proposed research methodology
and working arrangements appropriate to achieve the
goals of the project (based on the full Scientific Proposal
B1 & B2 Step 2)?”
Research questions properly addressed by research
proposed
• “To what extent does the proposal involve the
development of novel methodology (based on the full
Scientific Proposal B1 & B2 Both Steps)?”
Proposal opens up new research
• “To what extent are the proposed timescales, resources
and PI commitment adequate and properly justified
(based on the full Scientific Proposal B1 & B2 Step 2)?”
Project milestones, checkpoints and resource justifications

Research Project: general tips
• Consider what excites you about the research and convey this in your
application
– Explain how the research will open new horizons or opportunities
• Think about your audience and remember to explain UK-specific
terminology
• Provide a clear, concise work-plan, giving details of the intermediate goals
• Explain what each team member is doing (and their background/
recruitment profile)
• Clearly explain how you will manage and disseminate your project
• Justify the resources you need for your research proposal and ensure the
resources are appropriate.
– Have you included all staff costs?
– Have you clearly shown the links between the costs and the
research/methodology?
– Is every cost justified in relation to the research project (not
teaching/training/etc.)?

ERC evaluation criteria: PI
• “To what extent has the PI demonstrated the ability to
conduct ground-breaking research?”
Publications, grants, projects, etc.

Intellectual capacity and
creativity

• “To what extent does the PI have the required scientific
expertise and capacity to successfully execute the
project?”
Achievements that support the specific tasks you are
proposing and evidence that your time commitment and
skillset are sufficient to run the project.
• “To what extent has the PI demonstrated sound
leadership in the training and advancement of young
scientists”
Highlight how you have helped progress the careers and
research of more junior researchers

Competitive Candidates for AdG
• Active researcher
• Track record of significant achievements in last 10 years
– 10 publications (as senior author) in major international peer-reviewed
journals which are multidisciplinary or leading journals or conference
proceedings in their field.
– Or 3 major research monographs, of which at least one is translated
into another language.
– If appropriate to their research field: granted patents (5), invited
presentations (10), led expeditions (3), organised international
conferences (3), international recognition (awards, prizes, academy
membership, artefact with documented use) and leadership in
launching the careers of outstanding researchers and industrial
innovation.

• Internationally recognised as exceptional leader in terms of
originality and significance of research contribution

Basic ERC Financial
Information

Direct costs
• “[C]osts that are directly linked to the action implementation and can
therefore be attributed to it directly.” Must not include any indirect costs.
• Examples: personnel, equipment, consumables, travel and subsistence, and
publication costs
• Can also include costs for the reporting tasks on the project (scientific and
financial)

Indirect costs
• “[C]osts that are not directly linked to the action implementation and
therefore cannot be attributed directly to it.”
• To be declared as a flat-rate of 25% of eligible direct costs, excluding:
– subcontracting;
– costs of certain resources made available by third parties, not used on
the premises of the host institution

Resources: general tips

Eligible
Cost by
ERC rules

Can Be Claimed
on an ERC Grant

Host
Institution’s
Common
Practice

Auditors will check that costs are both eligible by ERC rules and in
keeping with the standard accounting practices of the host
institution.
e.g. ERC allows hotel bookings in Paris for research trips, but a PI
at a Paris institution would not be allowed to charge it to their
grant due to institutional rules

Third parties in Horizon 2020

Third parties
Contracts
(Art.10)

Third parties
providing in-kind
contributions

Subcontractors
(Art.13)

In-kind = non-financial resources
Against payment
(Art. 11)

Linked third
parties (Art. 14)

International
partners
(Art. 14a)

NEW! From
February 2017

Free of charge
(Art.12)

Any participation by a legal entity that does not sign the grant agreement must fall
within the scope of one of these articles!

Third parties in Horizon 2020
Subcontracts

Contracts

Do not contribute
significantly to
research

•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Computers
Audit Certificates
Translation
Logistics
IPR Consultants

Contribute
significantly to
research

Examples
• Parts of action tasks
• Contributions to
research projects

Examples
• Action Tasks
• Research Projects
• Activities that
could be given to
a team member

Financing

One Pre-financing

Time-to-Pay

From

30 days

The latest between starting
date and entry into force

→ Retention of 5 % of maximum grant for the Guarantee Fund

Interim Payments

90 days

From reception of periodic
report

→ Based on financial statements (EU contribution= eligible costs approved * reimbursement
rate)

Payment of the Balance

90 days

From reception of final
reports

Thank you, any questions?

